TO ALL THE NATIONAL WRESTLING FEDERATIONS
TO ALL THE BUREAU MEMBERS

Subject: Golden Grand Prix - Baku /AZE

Dear Mr. President,

At the Bureau Meeting organized in Istanbul (TUR), a point of the agenda was dedicated to the Golden Grand Prix organized every year in Baku (AZE).

In the past we received many letters from qualified National Wrestling Federations that cannot send their athletes for this event because of financial issue.

In order to maintain the level of this competition that count all the best athletes of the year, decisions had to be taken to facilitate the participation of these qualified wrestlers.

It was therefore decided that all the accommodation fees of the qualified delegations (in compliance with the authorized number per delegation in our Regulations) will be covered by the Organizer.

The National Wrestling Federation will have therefore to only cover the travel of its delegation.

As a reminder you will find attached the Golden Grand Prix Regulations. This main event of our Calendar will be organized this year from the 30th of September to the 2nd of October.

We also take this opportunity to underline that the participation of the Golden Grand Prix is mandatory for all the qualified athletes.

I thank you in advance for your kind collaboration and really hope that these decisions will help you to support the financial cost of this competition.

Sincerely Yours,

Michel Dusson
Secretary General
United World Wrestling

Corsier-sur-Vevey, 25th of May 2016/Jdr